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Abstract

Multi-modal Human-Computer Interfaces (HCI) allow
interface designers to combine interactive modalities in
order to increase interactive systems robustness and us-
ability. In particular, output multi-modal interfaces al-
low the system to return the information to the user
by using several modalities and media. In order to de-
sign such interfaces for critical systems, we proposed
a generic formal model for the design of output multi-
modal interfaces. The proposed model formally speci-
fies an output multi-modal interface and enables prop-
erties verification. It consists of two successive mod-
els: the fission model that describes the semantic de-
composition of information produced by the functional
core into elementary information, and the allocation
model that specifies the allocation of modality/media
pairs for each elementary information. In a previous
work (Mohand-Oussaid, Ait-Sadoune, and Ait-Ameur
2011), we have proposed an Event-B implementation of
the fission model. In this paper, we present an Event-B
formalization of the allocation model.

Introduction

The diversity of Human-Computer Interfaces (HCI) and the
progress made in the definition of new interaction devices
have led to complexity of the design and implementation
steps of this kind of interfaces. The use of design patterns
and HCI description notations becomes essential to master
this complexity. In order to improve their flexibility and us-
ability, many studies have proposed techniques, notations
and methods for different HCI development steps, most
existing approaches addressed the input multi-modality
(Palanque and Schyn 2003; Kamel and Ait-Ameur 2007;
Rousseau, Bellik, and Vernier 2005; Mohand-Oussaid et al. ;
Navarre et al. 2005; Bouchet et al. 2008). When output
multi-modal HCI are used in critical domains, their devel-
opment requires rigorous design methods as well as for
the functional core. The existing design approaches (Borde-
goni et al. 1997; Rousseau, Bellik, and Vernier 2005) be-
come insufficient due to their lack of formalization. Our
work proposes a formal framework for the design of out-
put multi-modal interactive systems. In (Mohand-Oussaid,
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Ait-Ameur, and Ahmed-Nacer 2009), we have proposed a
formal model for the output multi-modal interfaces that is
based on the WWHT (What, Which, How, Then) semi-
formal design model (Rousseau, Bellik, and Vernier 2005).
The proposed formal model consists of two models: the
first model specifies the semantic fission step. The infor-
mation produced by the functional core is decomposed into
elementary information. The second model formalizes the
modality/media allocation associated to the obtained ele-
mentary information. An Event-B implementation of the se-
mantic fission model is presented in (Mohand-Oussaid, Ait-
Sadoune, and Ait-Ameur 2011). This paper is devoted to the
formalization of the allocation model, an Event-B model of
the allocation step is presented in it.

Output multi-modal human-computer

interface formal model

When the designer needs to guarantee a safe design of a
multi-modal HCI depending on semi-formal specifications,
and to validate functional or usability properties, the exist-
ing models are insufficient and inadequate. To overcome
this drawback, we have proposed a generic formal model
for handling the description of the output multi-modal HCI
design (Mohand-Oussaid, Ait-Ameur, and Ahmed-Nacer
2009). The proposed model is based on the WWHT model,
it expresses the output multi-modal HCI within a formal
framework (syntax, static and dynamic semantics). Indeed,
it formally describes the construction of the output multi-
modal HCI (multi-modal presentation) according to the de-
signer’s interface choices (see Fig.1). This multi-modal pre-
sentation is afterward instantiated by determining its lexico-
syntactic contents (e.g. text to display) and morphological
attributes (e.g. text font and size) in order to return it to the
user. The multi-modal presentation is obtained by two suc-
cessive decompositions of the output information generated
by the functional core. Therefore, two formal models com-
pose our global model.
1. The semantic fission model expresses the semantic fis-
sion or decomposition of the information generated by the
functional core into elementary information units to be de-
livered to the user. These elementary information are linked
by temporal and semantic operators.
2. The allocation model formalizes the multi-modal pre-
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Figure 1: The output multi-modal HCI formal model

Figure 2: The temperature warning modelling process

sentation building for elementary information units resulting
from the fission process. The multi-modal presentation cor-
responds to (modality, media) pairs, combined by the com-
plementary, redundant, choice and iteration operators. This
paper is devoted to the formal modelling of this part.

Case study. In order to illustrate our formal model, we
use the temperature warning interface as example of output
multi-modal HCI. It generates a warning message: Abnor-
mal temperature over 50°C. This message is issued from the
computations performed in the application functional core.

The modelling process of output multi-modal interface
producing the warning message (Fig.2) involves two steps.
1. Semantic fission decomposes the information info wr
expressing “Abnormal temperature over 50°C” into two
sequential (Sq) and complementary (Cp) elementary
information units: info at expressing “attention” and
info tp expressing “temperature over 50°C”. This means
that info wr is returned by the sequential production of the
complementary information info at and info tp.
2. Allocation builds multi-modal presentations present at
and present tp produced from info at and info tp.
present tp is decomposed into two complementary (compl)
units present tp speech and present tp expression.
Finally, elementary presentation units present at,
present tp speech and present tp expression are
allocated with the corresponding pairs (modality/media)
(Fig.2).

The allocation model

The allocation model is the second model in our proposed
formal model. It is obtained after the fission model. For
each elementary information produced by the semantic fis-
sion model, the allocation model builds the corresponding
multi-modal presentation. This presentation is a combina-
tion of one or more elementary multi-modal presentation
units. Each elementary multi-modal presentation unit con-
sists of a pair (modality, media) assigned to the elementary
information unit. The composition operators: complemen-
tary, redundant, choice and iteration have been identified
from the WWHT semi-formal design model. They are for-
malized below with a syntax, a static and a dynamic seman-
tics.

Syntax

The allocation formal model is expressed using three ab-
stract syntactic rules. A first glue rule defines the alloca-
tion of an elementary multi-modal presentation (pme) to
an elementary information unit (uie). The second one de-
scribes the decomposition of pme into elementary presenta-
tions units (upe) and the third glue rule describes the alloca-
tion of pairs (modality, media) to upe.

Let PME be the set of elementary multi-modal presen-
tations, UIE the set of elementary information units. The
first glue rule expresses the allocation to each elementary
information unit, an elementary multi-modal presentation by
means of the allocation function ALL. It’s defined by:

PME ::= ALL(UIE)

Let UPE be the set of elementary multi-modal presentation
units. The syntax of the PME expression is defined by:

PME ::= UPE | compl(UPE,PME) |
redun(UPE,PME) | choice(UPE,PME) |

iter(n, PME) with n ∈ N

Where compl, redun, choice and iter express respectively
the complementary use of two presentations to return the el-
ementary information uie, the redundant production of two
presentations to return the elementary information uie, the
alternative production of two presentations to return the el-
ementary information uie and the n times iteration of an
elementary presentation pme. Let MOD be the set of out-
put modalities, MED the set of output media, ITEM the
set of (modality, media) pairs such as the modality can be
returned by the media, AFF a function that assigns to each
UPE its corresponding ITEM . The allocation of modali-
ties and media to the elementary presentation units UPE is
defined by:

ITEM ::= AFF (UPE)

Static and dynamic semantics

The static semantics describes the presentation static proper-
ties during the allocation process. First, it defines the repre-
sentational interpretation of presentations and their temporal
boundaries. Second, it expresses properties defined on the
syntactic model elements in order to describe interface ro-
bustness and usability properties. An example of such prop-
erties is media shareability property that expresses whether
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the media is shareable or not. A screen is a shareable me-
dia. It may be used to produce, at the same time, more than
one presentation, unlike a speaker which is a non shareable
device. In order to express this property, we introduce the
share static property defined as function: share : MED →
BOOL. Thus, the shareability property is formalized by:

medi ∈ MED is shareable ⇒ share(medi) = true

The dynamic semantics addresses temporal and semantic
relationships between combined presentations using static
definitions. It expresses semantic combination of presenta-
tions (complementarity, redundancy) and defines temporal
scheduling of presentations for the choice and iteration com-
bination. For example, dynamic semantics for choice com-
bination operator is defined as follows:

choice(pi, pj) = pi if random = 1
choice(pi, pj) = pj if random = 0

Application to the defined case study

We describe in the following the allocation process for the
elementary information unit info tp which expresses: “tem-
perature over 50°C . Its corresponding allocated presentation
is present tp, it’s produced by means of a chatter robot di-
alog.

present tp = ALL(info tp)
The elementary presentation present tp is decomposed in
the allocation process into two complementary presentations
units: present tp speech and present tp expression. The
first one expresses the chatter robot speech and the
second one it’s facial expressions : present tp =
compl(present tp speech, present tp expression)

Finally, the two presentations units present tp speech
and present tp expression are assigned with their corre-
sponding pairs (modality, media). The present tp speech
presentation is produced by a speech on the speaker device
and the present tp expression presentation is returned by
facial expressions on the screen.

(speech, speaker) = AFF (present tp speech)
(expression, screen) = AFF (present tp expression)

Event-B modelling

Event-B Method

The Event-B method (Abrial 2010) is a formal method
based on first order logic and set theory, it is supported by
the Rodin platform1. An Event-B model encodes a state
transition system where the variables represent the state and
the events represent the transitions. The Event-B modelling
process is incremental, it starts from an abstract model of
the system which evolves progressively to a concrete one
by adding design details through successive refinement
steps. The description of the Event-B model is associated
to proof obligations ensuring the consistency of the model.
These proof obligations are automatically generated and
must be proved in order to ensure model correctness. An
Event-B model is divided into two components (see Fig.3):
CONTEXT which lists the static properties of the model
and MACHINE which describes dynamic properties of the
model (behavior). A Context is defined by a set of clauses

1http://www.event-b.org/install.html

CONTEXT context1

EXTENDS context2

SETS
...

CONSTANTS
...

AXIOMS
...

THEOREMS
...

END

MACHINE machine1

REFINES machine2

SEES context1

VARIABLES
...

INVARIANTS
...

THEOREMS
...

VARIANT
...

EVENTS
...

END

Figure 3: The structure of an Event-B development

as follows: (1)EXTENDS declares the Context extended
by the described Context. (2) SETS describes a set of
abstract and enumerated types. (3) CONSTANTS represents
the constants used by a model. (4) AXIOMS describes,
in first order logic, the attribute properties defined in the
CONSTANTS clause, types and constraints are described in
this clause as well. (4) THEOREMS are logical expressions
that can be deduced from the axioms. Similarly to Contexts,
a Machine is defined by a set of clauses: (1) REFINES
declares the Machine refined by the described Machine.
(2) SEES declares the list of CONTEXTs imported by the
described Machine. (3) VARIABLES for the declaration
of state variables, refinement may introduce new variables
in order to enrich the described system. (4) INVARIANTS
describes VARIABLE properties, typing information,
functional and safety properties are usually described in
this clause. These properties shall remain true in the whole
model. Invariants need to be preserved by events. They also
express the gluing invariant required by each refinement.
(5) THEOREMS is a set of logical expressions that can
be deduced from the invariants. (6) VARIANT introduces
a decreasing natural number for events termination. (7)
EVENTS defines all the events (transitions) of a given
model. Each event is characterized by its guard and is
described by a body thanks to actions. Each Machine must
contain an ”Initialisation” event. The events occurring in an
Event-B model affect the state described in VARIABLES
clause.

Modelling approach

The Event-B development process we propose is based on
the principle introduced in (Ait-Ameur et al. 2009). The au-
thors propose to encode process algebra operators in Event-
B, using an explicit variant to encode the events order and
successive refinements. The left hand side part of a BNF rule
is modelled by an abstract machine, and the right hand side
part by a refinement of this abstract machine. The same prin-
ciple is applied to the allocation model syntax rules. It gives
rise to the following process: (1) development of the abstract
machine related to PME; (2) refinement of the abstract ma-
chine to introduce elementary, iteration, complementary, re-
dundant and choice operators as a decomposition. (3) refine-
ment of the refined machine to allocate (modality, media)
pairs. The resulting model expresses the static and dynamic
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CONTEXT allocation

SETS

Information = {info, ...}

Presentation = {empty p,

present, present1 , present2}

CONSTANTS

Allocation

AXIOMS

axm1 : Allocation ∈

Information →

Presentation

axm2 : Allocation(info) =

present

axm3 : ...

MACHINE presentation

SEES allocation

VARIABLES

p

INVARIANTS

inv1 : p ∈ Presentation

EVENTS

Initialisation

begin

init1 : p := empty p

end

Event finalPresent =̂

begin

act1 : p :=

Allocation(info)

end

Figure 4: The abstract allocation Event-B model

properties defined by the generic allocation model. Thus,
according to the Event-B development structure, the con-
text component describes the static properties of the model
and the machine component describes the dynamic behavior
conforming to defined behavioral properties.

Event-B models

A set of generic Event-B models have been defined for each
operator. Due to paper length limitation, we illustrate the
Event-B models that formalize the allocation step for the
complementary operator, and the affectation step.

Allocation model. The abstract allocation model de-
scribes the construction of the final multi-modal presenta-
tion. It contains the following components:
1. a CONTEXT allocation defining the Information and
Presentation sets (see Fig. 4). The Presentation set con-
tains: empty P (empty presentation), present (final presen-
tation), present1 and present2 (elementary presentations).
It also defines the Allocation function that allocates presen-
tations to information (axm1);
2. a MACHINE presentation describing the construction
of the p final presentation. This presentation is initialized
to the empty p value and computed by the finalPresent
event. Its final value corresponds to the presentation allo-
cated to the info information. (see Fig. 4). The refinement
of the abstract model encodes the decomposition of the p
presentation into a complementary pair of presentations (p1,
p2). The obtained refinement contains:
1. a new CONTEXT complementary (see Fig. 5), extend-
ing the allocation CONTEXT by: (1) the complementary
function compl that assigns to each complementary presen-
tation pair, the resulting presentation (axm1) (2) the valued
definition of the compl function (axm2, axm3, ...).
2. a refinement MACHINE presentation compl (Fig. 5) re-
fines the MACHINE presentation by introducing the vari-
ables p1 and p2 that represent the two complementary el-
ementary presentations that compose p, and two additional
events: presentation1 and presentation2 to produce re-
spectively p1 and p2. These events are followed by the
finalPresent event which refines the finalPresent event
of the presentation MACHINE and produces the presen-
tation p in terms of p1 and p2 presentations by the compl
function. We assume that presentation1, presentation2

CONTEXT complementary

EXTENDS allocation

CONSTANTS

compl

AXIOMS

axm1 : compl ∈ (Presentation × Presentation) →

Presentation

axm2 : compl(present1 7−→ present2) = present

axm3 : ...

MACHINE presentation compl

REFINES presentation

SEES complementary

VARIABLES

varParallel1 , varParallel2 ,

p, p1 , p2

INVARIANTS

inv1 : varParallel1 ∈ {0 , 1}

inv2 : varParallel2 ∈ {0 , 1}

inv3 : p1 ∈ Presentation

inv4 : p2 ∈ Presentation

inv5 : (varParallel1 = 0) ⇒

(p1 = present1)

inv6 : (varParallel2 = 0) ⇒

(p2 = present2)

VARIANT

varParallel1 + varParallel2

EVENTS

Initialisation

begin

init1 : p := empty p

init2 : p1 := empty p

init3 : p2 := empty p

init4 : varParallel1 :=

1

init5 : varParallel2 :=

1

end

Event finalPresent =̂

refines finalPresent

when

grd1 : varParallel1 = 0

grd2 : varParallel2 = 0

then

act1 : p := compl(p1 7−→

p2)

end

Event presentation1 =̂

Status convergent

when

grd1 : varParallel1 = 1

then

act1 : varParallel1 := 0

act2 : p1 := present1

end

Event presentation2 =̂

Status convergent

when

grd1 : varParallel2 = 1

then

act1 : varParallel2 := 0

act2 : p2 := present2

end

END

Figure 5: The complementary allocation Event-B refinement

events are triggered in parallel. The parallel scheduling
is formalized by the introduction of the varParallel1 +
varParallel2 variant according to (Ait-Ameur et al. 2009).
Invariants inv4 and inv5 establish that the final presentation
computed in the refinement is the same as the one computed
in the abstract machine.

Affectation model. The affectation model describes the
affectation of a pair (modality, media) to each elemen-
tary multi-modal presentation unit produced by the elemen-
tary multi-modal presentations decomposition. The affecta-
tion Event-B model is composed of (see Fig. 6):
1. a new CONTEXT affectation that defines: (1) the
Modality and Media sets (2) the affectation function as-
signing to each presentation unit, a pair (modality, media)
(axm1).
2. a refinement MACHINE presentation affect refines
presentation compl. It affects for each presentation unit
its corresponding pair (modality, media). The state of
the presentation affect MACHINE is described by the
item variable that formalizes the media and the modal-
ity used by the obtained multi-modal presentation (act1).
The affectation function is used to get the (modality,
media) value associated to the p presentation in the
modality media event.
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CONTEXT affectation

SETS

Media Modality

CONSTANTS

affectation

AXIOMS

axm1 : affectation ∈

Presentation →

(Modality × Media)

END

MACHINE presentation affect

VARIABLES

item

INVARIANTS

inv1 : item ∈ (Modality ×

Media)

EVENTS

Initialisation

begin

init1 : item :∈

Modality × Media

end

Event modality media =̂

any

p

where

grd1 : p ∈ Presentation

then

act1 : item :=

affectation(p)

end

END

Figure 6: The affectation Event-B model

CONTEXT allocation

SETS

Information = {empty I ,

info tp, ...}

Presentation = {empty P,

present tp, present tp speech,

present tp expression, ...}

CONSTANTS

Allocation

AXIOMS

axm1 : Allocation ∈

Information →

Presentation

axm2 : Allocation(info tp) =

present tp

axm3 : ...

MACHINE temperature

VARIABLES

p

INVARIANTS

inv1 : p ∈ Presentation

EVENTS

Initialisation

begin

init1 : p := empty P

end

Event temperature =̂

begin

act1 : p :=

Allocation(info tp)

end

Figure 7: The temperature Event-B model

Application to the defined case study

The application of the proposed approach to the case study
previously introduced consists in enumerating the values
of different sets and functions defined in the Event-B
models of the previous section. Three successive models are
obtained.
1. An abstract model (Fig. 7) builds the multi-modal
presentation related to the information: “temperature over
50°C“; This model contains the CONTEXT allocation
defining Information and Presentation sets. info tp
formalizes the “temperature over 50°C“ information and
the present tp the presentation to be build. The event
finalPresent of the temperature MACHINE builds the
final presentation present tp allocated to info tp.

2. A first refinement (Fig. 8) defines the final presenta-
tion construction by using the complementary property
between two elementary presentations. It contains the
complementary CONTEXT defining the Compl func-
tion. This function decomposes present tp into two
complementary presentations: present tp speech and
present tp expression. This decomposition is per-
formed in the temperature compl MACHINE by

CONTEXT complementary

EXTENDS allocation

CONSTANTS

compl

AXIOMS

axm1 : compl ∈ (Presentation × Presentation) →

Presentation

axm2 : compl(present1 7−→ present2) = present

axm3 : ...

MACHINE presentation compl

REFINES presentation

SEES complementary

VARIABLES

varParallel1 , varParallel2 ,

p, p1 , p2

INVARIANTS

inv1 : varParallel1 ∈ {0 , 1}

inv2 : varParallel2 ∈ {0 , 1}

inv3 : p1 ∈ Presentation

inv4 : p2 ∈ Presentation

inv5 : (varParallel1 = 0) ⇒

(p1 = present1)

inv6 : (varParallel2 = 0) ⇒

(p2 = present2)

VARIANT

varParallel1 + varParallel2

EVENTS

Initialisation

begin

init1 : p := empty p

init2 : p1 := empty p

init3 : p2 := empty p

init4 : varParallel1 :=

1

init5 : varParallel2 :=

1

end

Event finalPresent =̂

refines finalPresent

when

grd1 : varParallel1 = 0

grd2 : varParallel2 = 0

then

act1 : p := compl(p1 7−→

p2)

end

Event presentation1 =̂

Status convergent

when

grd1 : varParallel1 = 1

then

act1 : varParallel1 := 0

act2 : p1 := present1

end

Event presentation2 =̂

Status convergent

when

grd1 : varParallel2 = 1

then

act1 : varParallel2 := 0

act2 : p2 := present2

end

END

Figure 8: The decomposition Event-B model

the temperature speech and temperature expression
events. These events build in parallel the present tp speech
and present tp expression elementary presentations.
3. A second refinement (Fig. 9) refining the
temperature speech and temperature expression
events by affecting to present tp speech and
present tp expression, the (modality,media) pairs.

Properties verification

The proposed allocation models are generic. They make it
possible to verify properties. First, deadlock freeness prop-
erties are expressed into the different machines by guard
disjunction invariants ensuring that, at any time, the guard
of at least one event is enabled. In addition, it’s possible
to verify other properties by introducing specific refine-
ments. As example, a safety property, called collisions free-
ness is checked. It ensures that no collision may occur on a
non-shareable media. A collision consists in producing two
modalities in the same temporal window, on a non share-
able media such as presenting, at the same time, a tone with
a sentence produced by speech synthesis. In order to guar-
antee such property, it is necessary to supervise media al-
location. Hence, collision freeness verification introduces a
new refinement, successive to affectation. In this refinement,
we need to know, at any time, the number of modalities allo-
cated to the media. The collision freeness property is verified
by introducing an invariant expressing that if the media is not
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CONTEXT affectation

SETS

Modality = {speech, expression}

Media = {speaker , screen}

CONSTANTS

affectation

AXIOMS

axm1 : affectation ∈ Presentation → (Modality × Media)

axm2 : affectation(present tp speech) = speech 7−→ speaker

axm3 : affectation(present tp expression) = expression 7−→

screen

MACHINE temperature affect

VARIABLES

varParallel1 , varParallel2 ,

p, p1 , p2 , item1 , item2

INVARIANTS

inv1 : item1 ∈ (Modality ×

Media)

inv2 : item2 ∈ (Modality ×

Media)

EVENTS

Initialisation

begin

init1 : p := empty p

init2 : p1 := empty p

init3 : p2 := empty p

init4 : varParallel1 := 1

init5 : varParallel2 := 1

init6 : item1 :∈

(Modality × Media)

init7 : item2 :∈

(Modality × Media)

end

Event temperature =̂

begin

when

grd1 : varParallel1 = 0

grd2 : varParallel2 = 0

then

act1 : p :=

compl(p1 7−→ p2)

end

Event temperature speech =̂

refines temperature speech

begin

when

grd1 : varParallel1 = 1

then

act1 : varParallel1 := 0

act2 : p1 := present tp speech

act3 : item1 :=

affectation(present tp speech)

end

Event temperature expression =̂

refines temperature expression

begin

when

grd1 : varParallel2 = 1

then

act1 : varParallel2 := 0

act2 : p2 :=

present tp expression

act3 : item2 :=

affectation(present tp expression)

end

END

Figure 9: The affectation Event-B model

shareable, then the cardinality of using this media must be
less than 1 (the media can not be allocated to more than one
modality). The refinement formalizing the collision freeness
property is not presented in this paper.

Conclusion

This paper deals with the modelling of output multi-modal
human-machine interfaces. It extends previous work propos-
ing a generic formal model. It proposes an Event-B based
formal modelling of the modality/media allocation step. On
the one hand, it allows the interface designer to formally de-
scribe the allocation process (chosen combination of modal-
ities and media) and secondly, it enables properties valida-
tion by the theorem proving mechanism associated to Event-
B modelling process. Some safety and liveness properties
validation have been performed, and it would be interesting
to carry out the validation of other properties e.g. usability
properties to show that our model is generic enough.
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